Yet more about Charter/Spectrum
To add some further clarification to this data, what you are seeing in this spreadsheet is the top five percent of
connections from this IP netblock (24.240.xxx.xxx) to five different Chicago Internet backbone IXP’s. This is how transit
billing is calculated at an IXP.
I am part of the 25th percentile meaning that 75% of the Charter Wisconsin IP netblock has faster speeds.
So at the very least, Spectrum should not be advertising 400Mbps in North and NE Wisconsin on the old Time Warner
network, since they cannot provide this service for more than 100 miles inside their own Intranet.
At the most, Spectrum should not be allow to advertise anything faster than 200Mbps in most of the entire state of
Wisconsin based on this data.
You can see a visualization of this data below.

Here are some more _FACTS_ that the FCC or FTC could and should take action on:

Charter Charges More Money For Slower Internet On Streets With No Competition (arstechnica.com) 22
Posted by BeauHD on Friday May 28, 2021 @09:00AM from the confirming-what-we've-suspected-all-along
dept.
An anonymous reader quotes a report from Ars Technica: [According to an article yesterday by Stop the Gap]
Charter charges $20 more per month for slower speeds on the street where it faces no serious competition.
When customers in two areas purchase the same speeds, the customer on the street without competition could
have to pay $40 more per month and would have their promotional rates expire after only one year instead of
two. [...] "Charter's offers are address-sensitive," Stop the Cap founder Phillip Dampier wrote. "The cable
company knows its competition and almost exactly where those competitors offer service. That is why the
company asks for your service address before it quotes you pricing."
Dampier found that Charter offers 200Mbps service for $50 a month "[i]n neighborhoods where Spectrum
enjoys a broadband monopoly." Charter charges $70 for 400Mbps service in those same competition-free
neighborhoods. But "[j]ust one street away, where Greenlight offers customers the option of gigabit speed over
a fiber-to-the-home network, Spectrum's promotional prices are quite different," Dampier wrote. On the
competitive street, Charter charges only $30 a month for the same 400Mbps service that costs $70 nearby. As
previously noted, customers on the noncompetitive street have to pay $50 for 200Mbps. "Spectrum does not

even bother offering new customers its entry-level 200Mbps plan in areas where it has significant fiber
competition," Dampier noted, referring to the promotional offers that pop up when you type in an address.
"For $20 less per month, you get double that speed." For gigabit-download service, Charter charges $90 a
month on the competitive street versus $110 on the noncompetitive street. These are the base prices without
fees and taxes.
Charter also offers to lock in the monthly rate for two years in the competitive area, compared to just one year
in the noncompetitive area. And that's not all. Charter "charges a hefty $199.99 compulsory installation fee for
gigabit service in noncompetitive neighborhoods. Where fiber competition exists, sometimes just a street
away, that installation fee plummets to just $49.99," Dampier wrote. He added: "Note similar pricing
variability exists in Spectrum service areas around the country, with the most aggressively priced offers
reserved for addresses also served by a fiber-to-the-home provider or multiple competitors (e.g., cable
company, phone company, Google Fiber or other [competitor]). Current customers typically have to cancel
existing service and sign up as a new customer to get these prices." In a statement to Ars, Charter said that
"Spectrum Internet retail prices, speeds, and features are consistent in each market -- regardless of the
competitive environment." But, as Ars notes, "retail prices" are the standard rates customers pay after
promotional rates expire. Stop the Cap showed that Charter's promotional rates vary between competitive
and noncompetitive areas.
And the source article:

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2021/05/charter-charges-more-money-for-slower-internet-on-streetswith-no-competition/

